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Programming the WRQ to take Disability into Account
Introduction: The WRQ is a statistical tool to support clinical decision making with regard to
occupational potential of individuals with disabilities. Employers can use the WRQ to support selection or
placement of qualified persons with disabilities. It can be used to support litigation over vocational issues. This
document gives step-by-step directions for programming the WRQ to consider disability in job-matching.
The 150 PAQ/WRQ job elements cover such a wide range of work activities that the occupational impacts
of virtually any disability can be modeled with them. The occupational specialist specifies on which PAQ items
disability limits performance and then sets item limits to indicate maximum performance on those items (see item
limits decision rule). Setting item limits programs the WRQ to take disability into account. When the job matching
algorithm runs, the effect of item limits bifurcates the job-matching report into a list of the closest-matching jobs on
which no PAQ ratings exceed item limits and a list of closest-matching jobs on which PAQ ratings do exceed item
limits (see how to read a report).
Using Self-Ratings: Under certain conditions, an individual may be able to self-rate. An evaluator’s
decision to collect self-ratings from an individual should turn on the person’s ability to 1) read the items, 2) use
rating scale anchor points, 3) understand that self-ratings will be statistically matched against a database, and 4) that
results of matching are statistical estimates rather than precise assignment to jobs. Readability of PAQ directions
and PAQ items reaches college- graduate levels (Ash & Edgell, 1975), which is essential to consider in the decision
to use self-ratings. Self-report data from the WRQ is different from typical self-report formats such as an MMPI-2
or cognitive ability test. The intent of the WRQ is to take an inventory of individual’s capabilities or tolerances to
perform PAQ items. The self-rating idea is to draw on the individual’s self-knowledge to generate an accurate
representation of their capabilities and tolerances. The examiner naturally reviews these ratings and limits to ensure
consistency with item definitions and to get a grasp of the person’s occupational frame of reference. WRQ items
can best be rated by the individual and examiner working together and jointly deciding what ratings and item limits
are appropriate.
Westen and Weinberger (2004) have summarized advantages and disadvantages of self-reports. Advantages
include the fact that individuals are the most obvious sources of data about themselves, and if we want to know
what they believe or feel, it makes sense to ask them. Further, self-reports are easy to obtain and have paid off
empirically, e.g., Spector and Jex (1998) found moderate convergent validity between self-report scales involving
stressful aspects of jobs and resulting strains on workers. However, Spector and Jex discussed frequent criticisms of
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the validity of self-report measures and raised questions about interpretations of findings in the literature based on
self-report scales. A disadvantage of self-reports include needs for training and experience to understand personality
and psychopathology and the minimal access individuals have to many of their cognitive processes (Harrison &
McLaughlin, 1993). Although the WRQ does not address personality and psychopathology directly, WRQ use
requires adherence to standardized definitions of PAQ items and to rating scale anchor points. Some individuals
have limited ability to do this. A further limitation of self-report is that in most areas of psychology, it is easy to
measure skills or aptitudes, which is better than relying on self-report or those measures. Finally, significantly, the
utility of self-report can be limited by defensive and self-representational biases (Westen & Weinberger, 2004).
Vasilopoulos, Reilly and Leaman (2000) used self-report methodology to study conscious distortion of self-report
responses to present favorable images in job application. Occupational specialists who choose to collect self-report
data for its advantages must be aware of these limitations.

Two Ways to Generate Lists of Jobs that are
Potentially Appropriate for Individuals with Disabilities
Ratings that are relevant to an individual can generated in two ways: 1) by rating individual capabilities and
tolerances item-by-item, one item at a time, or 2) by selecting a reference job from the PAQ database that the
individual has performed or is interested in and entering that job’s PAQ ratings in the job-matching algorithm. Both
methods require setting item limits, both methods will be illustrated in this document, and both start by clicking a
choice on the Choose an evaluation method screen below.
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Rating Individual Capabilities and Tolerances Item -by-Item: Click Generate a list of jobs
that are potentially appropriate for an individual with functional limitations ,

in the Choose an evaluation method

screen above, which points to the Setup/Open Case screen below.

Enter information in any or all of the data entry blanks of the Setup/Open Case screen above. It all ends up
on the WRQ report. After this data entry, click the Save Information button at the bottom of the screen.
The navigation bar is located near the top of the screen and illustrated below. Clicking on any of the
hotlinks 1-5 points to pages indicated by hotlink names. Hotlink 6 activates the job-matching algorithm.

`
After, clicking the Save Information button at the bottom of the Setup/Open Case screen, click Continue
(Select Database) at

the bottom of that screen or Select Database in the third position on the navigation bar. Both

choices point to the Select Database screen below.
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The master PAQ database is the default. If the occupational specialist selects the default, the next step is to
click Rate Capabilities and Tolerances in the navigation bar or Continue (Rate Capabilities and Tolerances) at the
bottom of the Select Database screen. The occupational specialist can define a new subset of the master PAQ
database to reflect jobs in an organization or in a small labor market by clicking Define a new subset of the master
PAQ database.

That routine is not illustrated, but system prompts for doing that are easy to follow.

Clicking Rate Capabilities and Tolerances in the navigation bar or Continue (Rate Capabilities and
Tolerances)

below:

at the bottom of the of the Select Database screen points to the definition of Item #1 Reading words
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The item name is directly underneath the navigation bar. Following that, a paragraph of text states what the
item was designed to measure. Below that is a histogram that shows the distribution of 0–5 PAQ ratings on Reading
words across all 2,491 jobs in the master PAQ database. The height of the column in the 0.0–0.9 bin shows that
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approximately 200 jobs had ratings between 0.0–0.9, fewer than 500 jobs between 1.0–1.9, about 750 jobs between
2.0–2.9, and so on. From visual inspection, the total number of jobs summed across these intervals appears to
approximate 2,500—actually 2,491, the number of jobs in the master PAQ database. Each item has its own unique
distribution of PAQ ratings, so histogram data help to anchor individual capability or tolerances ratings and to set
each item limit.
The median PAQ rating for Reading words is 2.7. The median may help the occupational specialist to
contemplate an individual’s level of capability or tolerance and whether it makes sense to choose a rating or item
limit value above or below the median.
Examples of jobs in the PAQ database that are rated at each rating scale point are in a table underneath the
histogram. Jobs listed at the upper end of the rating scale on Item #1, such as English Professor, Attorney and
Claim Adjuster, justify higher ratings on Reading words than Tree Trimmer or Machine Feeder, which are rated
lower on the scale. A job analyst who rates a job with the PAQ compares the requirement for reading words on that
job with reading requirements for jobs listed in this table to arrive at an appropriate PAQ rating for the newly rated
job. Occupational specialists consult the histogram, median and job titles by level throughout the process of rating
capabilities and tolerances and setting item limits. All the information available on the page enables job analysts to
adhere to definitional standards. Near the bottom of the item definition screen below are data entry blanks to Rate
this Item

and Limit this Item which are next to hotlinks to Instructions for Rating Items, Definition of Item Limits

and Item

Limits Decision Rule.

Under the data entry blanks are Next Item and Go to item buttons, which purposes are self-

explanatory. From Item #2 forward, a Previous Item button allows the occupational specialist to examine or change
that rating. Below these buttons are commands to Save Evaluation, Close Evaluation, Print and to generate a
ratings summary by clicking Continue (Ratings Summary), which points to the Summary of Ratings and Item
Limits

page below.
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When all items are rated and limits set, if examination of the rating summary shows a need to change item ratings or
limits, clicking position 4 of the navigation bar, Rate Capabilities and Tolerances returns to item definitions, where
item numbers that need changing can be entered into the blank next to the Go to item button.
When no further changes in capability/tolerance ratings are necessary, click position 5 of the navigation bar,
Run Job Matching Analysis and Generate Reports,

as illustrated below (see how to read a report).
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Using the Reference Job to Generate a WRQ Report:

A reference job may be the individual’s last job,

longest-held job, or a job the occupational specialist or someone else may wish to investigate. To generate a jobmatch by the reference job method, click the second choice, Examine PAQ/WRQ ratings for one job, in the Choose
an evaluation method

screen below.

The reference job method compares PAQ ratings on the reference job with PAQ ratings on all other jobs in
the database. To cite a case example, a Paint Shop Supervisor sustained a mild brain injury, chronic cervical pain and
upper extremity weakness. The job of Paint Shop Supevisor can be checked for existence in the database, then
selected, and item limits set to reflect those impairments. With these impairments programmed in, jobs listed on the
output report will most closely match the job of Paint Shop Supervisor, but will not require performance on items
with PAQ ratings that e item limits.
Clicking Examine PAQ ratings for one job in the Choose an evaluation method screen points the Examine
PAQ ratings for one job

screen below:
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The Examine PAQ ratings for one job screen above offers hotlinks to jobs in the PAQ datbase that begin
with each letter of the alphabet. However, clicking ―P‖ for Paint Shop Supervisor turns up nothing because that job
is listed under ―S‖ for Supervisor, Paint Shop. (Similarly, jobs that include the word ―Manager‖ are listed under
―Manager, _______.‖) Clicking the letter ―S‖ generates page after page of job title hotlinks. However, entering
―paint‖ in the data blank and clicking the Find Jobs button at the bottom of the scren generates hotlinks to job
titles with ―paint‖ in them (including Supervisor, Paint Department) in the Examine ratings for one job screen
below:
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Clicking Supervisor, Paint Department in the Examine ratings for one job screen above lists that job’s PAQ
ratings in the Examine ratings for Supervisor, Paint Department (749.131.014) screen below (on which ratings on
only the first 25 items of that screen are illustrated).
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On the Examine ratings for Supervisor, Paint Department (749.131.014) screen above, Set Item Limits for
this Job? will
Item Limits

blink in position 3 on the navigation bar. Clicking that hotlink points to the Summary of Ratings and

page below (again showing only the first page of items):
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Hotlinks to item definitions and rating scale anchors are available for rater guidance on this screen. Since the
Paint Shop Supervisor’s disability involved mild cognitive problems, chronic neck pain and upper extremity
weakness, limits on Item #14 Listening to speech, Item# 16 Touching, Item #25 Body balancing and other items
were appropriate. However, this example illustrates only the first page of this screen. In the Limit column, we
entered a 4 on Listening to speech, which states our impression that he can do as much as a 4, but no more (see the
item limits decision rule). Item #16 Touching, shows an item limit of 3. Notice that the PAQ rating for Item #16 is
only 1.2. Setting the item limit at 3 acknowleges that the person can perform the Touching component of
Supervisor, Paint Department’s job, but if a job with significantly higher requirements for touching turned out to be
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a close match, that job will be listed in the proper section of the report, i.e., the list of jobs that have requirements in
excess of limits. Similarly, an item limit of 2 on Item #25 Body balancing is enough for Supervisor, Paint
Department, for which the PAQ rating is 0.7. Closest-matching jobs that require body balancing >2 are listed with
other jobs that have requirements in excess of item limits.
Just below the navigation bar in the Summary of Ratings and Item Limits screen above is a data entry blank
with 40 in it to the left of the Go To Item button. Clicking this button will point to Item #40 Using the hands
directly to change things, where we would set an item limit of 3. This example does not actually show an item limit
on Item #40, just the existence of the Go To Item data entry blank that points to that item. Results of clicking the
Review the Last Selected Item

icon on the right of that screen are self-explantory. After setting item limits, click the

Print Ratings and Item Limits icon
Changes

to scrutinize the ratings and print a hard copy, if desired. Clicking Save All

points to the Choose where to save exam screen below (see how to set up a case).

After entering data on this screen, click either the Save and Continue button, which returns to the
Summary of Ratings and Item Limits

screen below, or to a case name, such as DR.
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When satisfied with ratings and limits, click the sixth choice in the navigation bar to Run the Job Matching
Analysis and Generate Reports.

Unless the icon Show tip about setting an item limit is unchecked, the following

tip to consider setting an item limit on Item #146 Education appears:
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When an individual is unlikely by circumstances, resources, motivation or some other factor to get further
education, it does not make sense to list closest-matching jobs that require more education than the individual is
likely to acquire. In that case, it may be useful to set an item limit on Item #146, Education, to prevent the job
matching analysis from listing jobs with unrealistic educational requirements.
After either setting an item limit on Education or by suppressing that tip, this Please Wait message appears:

While waiting for the report, the job-matching algorithm is matching ratings of individual capabilities and
tolerances with job analysis ratings of all 2,491 jobs in the PAQ database and sending jobs to appropriate locations
on the job-matching report. See the job-matching algorithm and how to read a report.
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